[Molecular mechanisms of carcinogenesis: the role of systems of DNA repair].
The initiation step of the carcinogenic process consists in an alteration of genes playing a central role in the cellular life. The next steps of promotion and progression result from anomalies in the response to growth factors, to hormones and/or from the action of tumor promotors leading to cellular hyperplasia. This process generally leads to genetic instability of the initiated cell which in turn allows selection of malignant and invasive clones. The production of DNA damage by physical or chemical agents is dose-dependent. The error-free enzymatic repair processes including excision resynthesis of base damage or of altered nucleotides allow the restitution of intact DNA. The error-prone repair systems permit survival in association with transmissible alterations (genes and chromosomal mutations). Absence of repair leads to cytotoxicity, programmed cell death or disruption of cell cycle control leading to a pretumoral state. The major role played by mutations in the initiation of carcinogenesis is evidenced by the existence of genetic syndromes associated to hypersensitivity to genotoxic agents, defects in DNA repair capacity, anomalies in the expression of certain genes (including the tumor suppressor p53 gene, etc.) and an elevated predisposition to cancer. Xeroderma pigmentosum which is defective in excision-repair, ataxia telangiectasia and Fanconi anemia which are associated to anomalies in DNA recombination and the familial type of colon cancer HPNCP due to inefficient mismatch repair constitute paradigm for this fundamental notion. Alterations in the capacity to rejoin radiation induced DNA strand breaks appears to be associated to over-reactions to radiotherapy of cancer patients. Also the predisposition to develop secondary thyroid tumors following treatment of a primary cancer in childhood seems to involve the same defect. The existence in the general population of heterozygotes for such DNA repair genes should be taken into account for risk evaluation to therapeutic and environmental exposures.